Treating Fibromyalgia Nutricionally
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DISCUSSION FROM DR. DAN MURPHY

Oxygen is required to make adenosine 5’-triphosphate (ATP). Chronic hypoxia results in reduction of ATP. The body will respond by increasing anaerobic glycolysis, resulting in increased pyruvate production and increased lactic acid, both of which increase pain perception. The pain of fibromyalgia is caused, in part, by hypoxia (which is, in itself, painful) and the increase of lactic acid from increased anaerobic glycolysis.

Glucose is also required to make ATP. Therefore, the body will also respond by attempting to increase the genesis of glucose. The body can make glucose for the purpose of producing ATP by assembling it from smaller molecules, especially from amino acids. The process of assembling glucose from smaller molecules is termed gluconeogenesis. To make glucose from amino acids, the body has to break down proteins, a process termed proteolysis, and the best source of protein for this purpose is from the muscles. The pain of fibromyalgia is also caused by the proteolysis of muscle tissue that occurs in order for the required gluconeogenesis to increase ATP synthesis in these patients.
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KEY POINTS FROM DR. DAN MURPHY:

1. “Fibromyalgia (FM) is a common clinical syndrome of generalized musculoskeletal pain, stiffness and chronic aching, characterized by reproducible tenderness on palpation of specific anatomical sites, called tender points.”
2. Fibromyalgia is primary when not associated with systemic causes, trauma, cancer, thyroid diseases and pathologies of rheumatic or connective tissues.
3. “FM is nine times more common in middle-aged women (between the ages of 30 and 50 years) than in men.”
4. The best proposed etiology for fibromyalgia is chronic hypoxia.
5. These authors propose that fibromyalgia symptoms are predominantly caused by enhanced gluconeogenesis with breakdown of muscle proteins, resulting from a deficiency of oxygen and other substances needed for ATP synthesis.
6. Magnesium and malate have a critical role in ATP production and, therefore, fibromyalgia symptoms may be caused by magnesium and malate deficiency.
7. Fibromyalgia is associated with irritable bowel syndrome, tension headache, primary dysmenorrhea, mitral valve prolapse and chronic fatigue syndrome.
8. Various treatment modalities have been tested in FM patients with poor results, including tryptophan, ibuprofen, and tricyclic drugs.
9. “Elevated catecholamines are observed in urine of FM patients.” [Important: elevate catecholamines (norepinephrine and epinephrine) are the result of increased sustained sympathetic tone. Increased sustained sympathetic tone can be the consequence of reduced mechanical integrity, such as a vertebral subluxation.]
10. Reduced oxygen reduces ATP synthesis. Oxygen is reduced by hypoxia, magnesium deficiency, malate deficiency.
11. Magnesium is reduced by excess aluminum and/or excess calcium.
12. ATP production is controlled by the vitamins thiamine (B1), riboflavin (B2), and pyridoxine (B6) because they are essential for the electron transport system, and all three vitamins require magnesium to become biologically active.
13. During anaerobic glycolysis, from glucose to acetyl-CoA, there are eleven distinct steps; nine of the eleven [82 percent] steps require magnesium.
14. The Krebs Cycle (Citric Acid Cycle) has nine steps, and three of them require magnesium.
15. An “adequate oxygen supply enhances ATP yield by 18-19 fold.”
16. Fibromyalgia symptoms improve following aerobic conditioning.
17. Aluminum has a high affinity for phosphate and blocks the absorption and utilization of phosphate for ATP synthesis.
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Dear Colleagues,

As consultants who have worked with thousands of doctors we are convinced DiscForce™ provides the ULTIMATE SOLUTION to any doctor's decompression needs.

Here's what you will receive with the purchase of a DiscForce™:

- Marketing-Including Infomercial, Print Ads, Brochure, DVDs and more. One doctor received 15 new patients from running the infomercial for just one weekend. All Marketing materials are produced by Convergence, a leading marketing company that has worked with Universal, 3M, Adams Golf, Google just to name a few.
- Medical Confirmation
- Training and Support
- Consulting
- Billing and Coding
- Warranty
- Celebrity Endorsements:
  - Johnny Damon, Duane Clemons, Barry Larkin, Greg Owen and many more

In this time of Insurance regulation, the leaders in the industry are developing a cash component to their practice. Legitimate Spinal Decompression is changing the face of Chiropractic as the Dental Drill "The Leading Chiropractic Convergence, a leading marketing company that has worked with Universal, 3M, Adams Golf, Google just to name a few.

Best Regards,

Dr. Eric Kaplan, D.C. &
Dr. Gerald Mattia, D.C.

$99 Down and $99 a month for the first six months.

For more information and a free DVD Call 866-57-FOCE or visit us at www.discforce.com

*For qualified customers only
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